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 .Let Aut G be the group of all automorphisms of a group G that fix allnn
 .nonnormal subgroups of G. It is shown that Aut G has a very restrictednn
structure. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let G be a group. Then the automorphism group Aut G of G acts on
 .the lattice L G of all subgroups of G in a natural way. The kernel of this
action is
< wPAut G s w g Aut G U s U for all subgroups U of G . 4 .  .
 .The elements of PAut G are called power automorphisms and have been
w xstudied by various authors; see, in particular, 6 . For a generalization to
 .the group of automorphisms of G that act on L G as finitary permuta-
w xtions, see 7 . During the investigation of permutability of subgroups of G,
the following graph G plays an important role. The vertices of G are theÃG G
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nonnormal subgroups of G, and two vertices A, B are joined by an edge if
 w xand only if AB s BA, that is, AB is a subgroup see 2 and the references
.given there . Indeed, as a normal subgroup permutes with every subgroup,
the restriction to nonnormal subgroups is natural for questions about
connectivity, diameter, and other graph-theoretic properties of G . Obvi-G
 .ously, the kernel of the action of Aut G on G isG
< wAut G s w g Aut G U s U for all nonnormal subgroups U of G . 4 .  .nn
 .  .In particular, Aut G is a normal subgroup of Aut G . The purpose ofnn
 .this paper is the study of Aut G .nn
THEOREM A. Let G be a non-Dedekind group. Then:
 .  .a Aut G is metabelian.nn
 .  .b If G is not nilpotent of class 2, then Aut G is abelian.nn
 .  .c If G is not a torsion group, then Aut G is abelian.nn
 .  w x.The group PAut G is always abelian see 6 . By contrast, in Section 4
 .we construct an example for a group G in which Aut G is nonabelian.nn
 .Indeed, in all examples that we have seen, Aut G is nilpotent of classnn
F 2.
 . w xNote that part c of Theorem A also follows from stronger results in 8 .
Indeed, it was shown there that if G is not a torsion group, and if
 .  .  .Aut G ) PAut G , then Aut G is of exponent 2. Hence, in this casenn nn
 .Aut G is always abelian.nn
 .  .As for power automorphisms, we have Aut G l Inn G (nn
 .  .  .  w x.  .N G rZ G , where N G denotes the norm of G see 1 and Z G is the
 .  .centre of G. Moreover, we trivially have PAut G F Aut G and we arenn
interested in the case where the latter inclusion is strict. If G is a
 .  .Dedekind group, then clearly Aut G s Aut G , so we exclude thesenn
groups from our considerations.
DEFINITION. Let w be an automorphism of the group G, and assume
that G is not a Dedekind group. Then w is called an anomalous automor-
 .phism if it fixes all nonnormal subgroups of G, but there exists at least
one normal subgroup N of G such that Nw / N.
By Theorem A, for finite groups the case of p-groups is interesting. As
w xin 7 it turns out that the existence of an anomalous automorphism w of a
 .group G strongly influences the structure of G see Section 2 , but as the
 .following theorem shows, also Aut G has a very restricted structure.nn
Indeed, we shall prove that every anomalous automorphism of a finite
p-group is a p-automorphism. This is a generalization of a result due to B.
 w x.Huppert see 6, p. 347 , which says that every power automorphism of a
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nonabelian finite p-group is a p-automorphism. Moreover, the second part
 .of the following theorem improves upon part b of Theorem A in the
finite case.
THEOREM B. Let G be a finite non-Dedekind p-group. Then:
 .  .a Aut G is a p-group.nn
 .  .b If p is odd, then Aut G is abelian.nn
< <  .By w we denote the order of w and S G is the set of all subgroups Nw
of G, such that Nw / N. Clearly, if w is anomalous, then every such N is
a normal subgroup of G. All further unexplained notation is standard.
Sometimes the language CAYLEY was used to verify examples or to
provide information on subgroups and automorphisms.
2. KNOWN RESULTS
We collect here some results that have been found independently by S.
Franciosi, F. de Giovanni, and H. Heineken and by the authors. Details
w xcan be found in 8 . The first observation is obvious:
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a group with an anomalous automorphism w.
 . wa Let R 1 G and assume that R s R. If GrR is not a Dedekind
group, then either GrR has an anomalous automorphism or w induces on
GrR a power automorphism.
 . wb Let S F G and assume that S s S. If S is not a Dedekind group,
then either S has an anomalous automorphism or w induces on S a power
automorphism.
 .  .c If N is a minimal element of S G , then N is finite, cyclic, and ofw
prime power order.
The next result essentially reduces the study of finite groups with an
anomalous automorphism to a study of p-groups:
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a finite non-Dedekind group with an anomalous
automorphism w, let N be a p-subgroup of G such that Nw / N, and let S be
a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then:
 . Xa E¨ery p -subgroup of G is normal in G.
 . Xb If M is a Hall p -subgroup of G, then M is a Dedekind group and all
of its subgroups are normal in G.
 .c If G is nonnilpotent and p is odd, then S is abelian and nonnormal
in G.
 .d If G is nilpotent, then S is not a Dedekind group and S has an
anomalous automorphism.
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The most important result on the structure of finite nilpotent groups
with an anomalous automorphism is the following:
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a finite p-group, where p is an odd prime. If
 .  . XAut G ) PAut G , then G is nilpotent of class two and G is cyclic.nn
w xNote that 8 contains a result somewhat stronger than our original
version of Lemma 2.3.
 .3. THE STRUCTURE OF Aut G FOR ARBITRARY GROUPSnn
 .This section is devoted to a proof of the structure theorem for Aut Gnn
 .for finite or infinite groups G.
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a non-Dedekind group, let S G be the subgroup
 .generated by all nonnormal subgroups of G, and let T G be the subgroup
generated by all cyclic nonnormal subgroups of G. Then:
 .  .  .a We ha¨e S G s T G .
 .  .  .b Aut G acts on T G as an abelian group of automorphisms.nn
 .  .  .Proof. a Trivially, we have T G F S G , so it suffices to show that
 .T G contains every nonnormal subgroup U of G. By way of contradiction,
 .  . assume that U g T G . Then U l T G - U. For each x g U R U l
 ..  :  .T G , we have x 1 G by the definition of T G . As U is generated by
  ..U R U l T G , we see that U is generated by cyclic normal subgroups of
G, and so U 1 G, a contradiction.
 .  . w xb Let w , w g Aut G and set c s w , w . We have to show1 2 nn 1 2
 .  :that c centralizes T G . For this, let U s x be a cyclic nonnormal
w i w i r i  .subgroup of G. Then U s U, so x s x for some integers r i s 1, 2 .i
It follows that
x w1( w 2 s x r1 r2 s x w2 ( w1 ,
w xso that U, c s 1.
 .  .  .Proof of Theorem A. a Let T s T G . If T s G, then Lemma 3.1 b
 .  .implies that Aut G is abelian, so let T - G. By Lemma 3.1 a , we havenn
 . w x  .T s S G and so 5 implies that GrT is locally cyclic. As Aut GrT is
 w x.  .abelian see 9, p. 254 we see that the derived subgroup D of Aut Gnn
 .centralizes GrT. By Lemma 3.1 b , D also centralizes T , so that D is
 w x.  .abelian see 10, p. 113 . Thus Aut G is metabelian.nn
 .  .Parts b and c can be proved simultaneously. If G is neither nilpotent
w x  .of class 2 nor periodic, then by 5, Lemmas 1, 2 , we have T G s G. Both
 .claims follow from Lemma 3.1 b .
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4. SOME p-GROUPS WITH ANOMALOUS AUTOMORPHISMS
In this section we exhibit some examples of p-groups with anomalous
automorphisms. Some of these groups play a role in the proof of TheoremÃ
B.
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a finite p-group with an anomalous automorphism
w.
 . wa Assume that G contains a subgroup N of order p such that N / N.
Then either G is abelian, or p s 2 and G is metabelian.
 .b If G is nonabelian, then exp G ) p.
 . < <  .Proof. a First, N s p implies N F Z G and therefore we have
w  .N F Z G . Let S be a cyclic nonnormal subgroup of G and let S be its1
subgroup of order p. Then S l N s 1. Let H s SN. If H w / H then H
and H w are normal, hence S s H l H w is normal, a contradiction.
Therefore, H w s H. Let T be a nonnormal cyclic subgroup and let T be1
its subgroup of order p. As before, T N is fixed by w. If T N / S N, then1 1 1
N s T N l S N is w-invariant, a contradiction. Thus T N s S N s NNw.1 1 1 1
Therefore, if p is odd, all nonnormal subgroups of GrN must contain
w  w x.NN rN, so a theorem of Blackburn see 3 yields that the group GrN
must be abelian and hence GX F N. The same argument proves that
GX F Nw, so GX s 1 and G is abelian. If p s 2, we have only three
subgroups of order 2 in NNw, namely, N, Nw, and S , so T s S and all1 1 1
w xnonnormal subgroups of G must contain S . Then, by 3 , G is metabelian1
in all cases.
 .b The conclusion is obvious for p s 2, so let p be odd and let N
 .be a subgroup of minimal order that is not fixed by w. By Lemma 2.1 c we
 . < <know that N is cyclic and a implies N ) p. Thus exp G ) p.
 .The following example shows that for p s 2 in Lemma 4.1 a , there is
no bound for the nilpotency class of G in terms of the order of N, even if
< <N s 2. However, see Lemma 2.3 for p ) 2.
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let Q n be the generalized quaternion group of order 2 n2
and let G s Q n = Z , where n ) 2. Then G has the presentation2 2
 < 2 n 2 4 2 ny 1 2 x y1:w x w xG ( a, b , x a s b s x s a, b s x , b s 1, a s x , a s a .
Let w : G ª G be defined by aw s ax2, bw s bx2, x w s xy1. Here, w
 2:extends to an automorphism of order two of G. Let Z s x . Then
Z 1 G and w centralizes GrZ. Let U be a nonnormal subgroup of G. If
Z F U, then the above implies that UrZ is w-invariant. So let Z l U s 1.
 :  :Then U l a s 1, and so U is isomorphic to a subgroup of Gr a (
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 .  2 ny 1 :  .Z = Z . This implies U F V G s a , b F Z G and U is normal in2 2 1
G, a contradiction. Therefore w fixes all nonnormal subgroups of G. As
 :w  2:  :b s bx / b , we see that w is an anomalous automorphism of G.
< <We have b s 2, and G is nilpotent of class n y 1.
We now present another two infinite series of p-groups that have
anomalous automorphisms. Clearly if a p-group has only a few nonnormal
subgroups then the probability of having such an automorphism is high.
We show that the p-groups in which all nonnormal subgroups are conju-
 w x .gate see 4 for a classification have an anomalous automorphism. More-
 .over, the following result provides a complete description of Aut G fornn
certain p-groups G.
LEMMA 4.3. Let p be a prime.
 .  < p p n b 1qp ny 1:a Let G s a, b b s a s 1, a s a , where n G 2, and
 .n G 3 if p s 2. Then Aut G consists of all automorphisms of G centraliz-nn
ing b and mapping a to aub¨, where u and ¨ are integers and u ' 1 mod p. In
<  . < nparticular, Aut G s p .nn
 .  < p p p n w x w x w xb Let G s a, b, z a s b s z s a, z s b, z s 1, a, b s
p ny 1:  .z , where p / 2 and n G 1. Then Aut G consists of all automor-nn
phisms of G centralizing a and b and mapping z to z u, where u ' 1 mod p. In
<  . < ny1particular, we ha¨e Aut G s p .nn
 .Proof. a We determine first the nonnormal subgroups S of G. Let
 : p ny 1  p ny 1:A s a . First, note that if S l A / 1, then a g S. As Gr a is
abelian, we get S 1 G. Hence every nonnormal subgroup of G is of order
 .  p ny 1 : p and so is contained in V G s a , b ( Z = Z here the hypoth-1 p p
.  .esis on n is used . Thus, an automorphism of G belongs to Aut G ifnn
 .and only if it induces a power automorphism on V G , and it is enough to1
 . w u ¨prove that such an automorphism w centralizes V G . We have a s a b1
for some integers u and ¨ , where u is not divisible by p. Using the
w xw  p ny 1.w u p ny 1hypothesis on n, we get a, b s a s a . Since power automor-
phisms of abelian groups are universal, this implies bw s bu. Hence
u w 2uu ¨ uw x w x w x w xa, b s a, b s a b , b s a, b .
This yields u2 ' u mod p, and we get u ' 1 mod p.
Vice versa, let w : G ª G be defined by aw s aub¨ and bw s b. Then w
is an automorphism of G and for the normal subgroup A of G we have
w  u ¨:A s a b / A. We now show that w fixes every nonnormal subgroup
 .of G. It suffices to show that V G is centralized by w. Indeed, we have1
bw s b and
pn
y1
w  .ny 1ny1 ny1 ny1 ny12pp u ¨ u p ¨ p ¨ u pw xa s a b s a b b , a s a , . .
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because G is nilpotent of class two. This shows that w is an anomalous
automorphism of G.
 .  :  .b Let B s a, b and let w g Aut G . Then B is extraspecial ofnn
3  :  :order p and exponent p. As a and b are nonnormal in B, we see
 .that B is w-invariant. By Lemma 4.1 b , w induces on B a power
 .  .automorphism. On the other hand, PAut B s 1. Indeed, if a g PAut B ,
w X xthen B , a s 1, because power automorphisms are central. Moreover, for
 X :any x g B, a induces on the elementary abelian group B , x a power
automorphism centralizing BX, hence the trivial automorphism. Thus
w x  :  .B, w s 1, and so a and b are centralized by w. Clearly, z s Z G is
 .normalized by w. The result now follows as in a .
The above can be used to construct 2-groups G of class two for which
 .  .Aut G is nonabelian compare with Theorem A . Indeed, let p s 2 andnn
 .let G be as in Lemma 4.3 a . Then the anomalous automorphisms corre-
sponding to u s 1, ¨ s 1 and u s y1, ¨ s 1 do not permute.
5. ANOMALOUS AUTOMORPHISMS OF FINITE p-GROUPS
In this section we shall prove Theorem B. Its first part follows immedi-
ately from the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 5.1. Let p ) 2 and let G be a nonabelian finite p-group. Then
 .Aut G is a p-group.nn
wProof. Let G be a counterexample of least possible order. In view of 6,
xp. 347 , we may assume that G contains anomalous automorphisms. Let
 .w g Aut G have order a prime different from p. Let P be an arbitrarynn
 .  . wsubgroup of order p in Z G . By Lemma 4.1 a , we have P s P. By
minimality, either GrP is abelian or w acts trivially on GrP. In the
X w x  .former case, P s G , in the latter P s G, w . Thus Z G has at most two
 .subgroups of order p, which means that Z G is cyclic and G has a unique
minimal normal subgroup. Moreover, if N is a normal subgroup such that
w N / N such a normal subgroup N exists by the aforementioned result of
w x.  .Huppert 6, p. 347 and P is the subgroup of order p in N l Z G , we
have P s GX by the above. Thus GX has order p.
If G contains a maximal subgroup which is cyclic, then G is isomorphic
 .to one of the groups of Lemma 4.3 a , but this is a contradiction. In
 .  :particular, C N is not cyclic. Now let x g G be such that x is notG
 : Xnormal in G. Set L s x G . Then L is an abelian normal subgroup of G,
p  p: < < X  :and so L s x 1 G. Hence if x ) p then G F x , a contradiction.
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 : < <  .Therefore, if x is not normal, we have x s p. Since C N is not cyclic,G
 .it has a subgroup S of order p, which is nonnormal in G. Then N F C S .G
 .Set C s C S . Then C is a maximal subgroup of G, containing N andG
being fixed by w. Let wU be the restriction of w to C. If C is nonabelian,
then wU is a anomalous automorphism of C, hence by the inductive
hypothesis we get a contradiction. Thus C is abelian. Let y f C. Then
 :  .  .G s C, y and C l C y is contained in Z G , because it centralizes CG
w  .x 2and y. Since G : C l C y s p and G is nonabelian, it follows thatG
 .  . w  .x 2Z G s C l C y , hence G : Z G s p . Now it is obvious that anyG
 .  .  :maximal subgroup M of G containing Z G is of the form Z G = g ,
because M cannot be cyclic. If we choose M / C, we get that g f C and
 : < <  :so g is nonnormal in G, g s p, and so g, S is extraspecial of order
p3 and exponent p. Thus G is isomorphic to one of the groups of Lemma
 .4.3 b , a contradiction. This completes the proof.
 .LEMMA 5.2. Let G be a finite non-Dedekind 2-group. Then Aut G is ann
2-group.
w xProof. In view of 6, p. 347 , we may assume that G contains anomalous
 .  . < < nautomorphisms. Let w g Aut G R PAut G be such that w s q for ann
< <prime q / 2. We prove the theorem by induction on G . Choose N g
 .  .S G of minimal order. Then Lemma 2.1 c implies that N is cyclic.w
< <  .First let us assume that N s 2. Hence N F Z G and therefore we
w  .have N F Z G . Let S be a cyclic nonnormal subgroup of G and let S1
be its subgroup of order 2. Then S l N s 1. Let H s SN. If H w / H
then H and H w would be normal, hence also S s H l H w would be
w  .normal in G, a contradiction. Therefore, H s H. Let V s V H . Then1
V is the unique elementary abelian subgroup of order 4 of H. We have
V s N = S and moreover, because V is characteristic in H, we have1
V w s V. It follows that w induces on V a nontrivial automorphism that
fixes S , and so we have q s 2, a contradiction.1
< <We now consider the case N ) 2. We claim that for each normal
subgroup P of order 2, the quotient GrP is a Dedekind group. Otherwise,
by induction, w centralizes GrP. This implies w 2 s id, a contradiction
wagainst q / 2. If G has two distinct minimal normal subgroups, then by 2,
xLemma 1.2 and the above, G is a Dedekind group, another contradiction.
 .Thus, G has a unique minimal normal subgroup L, and Z G is cyclic.
 :  :Now choose x g G such that S s x is not normal in G. Then L x is
  :.2  :2  :normal in G and abelian, hence L x s x 1 G and so L F x , a
< <contradiction. Thus we have S s 2.
Now we prove that L s GX. By way of contradiction, assume that GrL
is nonabelian. Since GrL is a Dedekind group, it is hamiltonian. There-
fore G contains a subgroup Q of order 16, with a factor group isomorphic
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to Q . By the structure of groups of order 16, this implies that Q is8
isomorphic to Q = Z . So QX is normal in G and different from L, a8 2
contradiction. Therefore GrL is abelian and GX s L. It follows that G is
nilpotent of class 2. Moreover, every element of G has at most two
conjugates.
 .Let H s NS and let C s C N . Since N is cyclic, the above impliesG
w xG: C s 2. This leaves us with two cases:
Case A. C contains only one subgroup of order 2. If C is cyclic, say
 : w  :C s a , we must have C / C. Of course, S s s is not contained in C,
s 1q2 ny 1  2:  .so G s CS and a s a . Then a s Z G is fixed by w. It follows
that N s C and H s G, so H is fixed by w, a contradiction. If C ( Q , we8
< <have G s 16, and we are done. If C is isomorphic to a generalized
quaternion group of order ) 8, it contains a nonnormal subgroup of G, so
it must also contain a nonnormal subgroup of order 2, another contradic-
tion.
Case B. C contains a nonnormal subgroup of order 2. Without loss of
 .generality, we may assume S F C. Hence N F D s C S and H isG
w abelian. Since D s D, if D is not a Dedekind group, then by the
.inductive hypothesis we get q s 2, a contradiction. Let us suppose first
w  .xthat D is abelian, so D s C. Let x f C. Then G : C l C x s 4 andG
 .  .  .C l C x commutes with C and x. Thus, C l C x s Z G . SinceG G
 .  .  :S F C and S l Z G s 1, we have C s S = Z G . Let S s s and
 .  :Z G s z . We can use here an argument similar to that of the case
p ) 2. Indeed we have g s sz j for some integer j, so that N is a maximal
 : j:subgroup of s z . But this subgroup is fixed by w and contains only
w  j:three maximal subgroups, namely N, N , and z , hence q s 2, a
contradiction.
 . < <Finally, if D is nonabelian, it is hamiltonian, so exp D s 4 and N s 4.
  ..  .  .We also have D s C V D . Let x g C R D. Then C x ? V D s G,G 1 G 1
 .  .  .hence C x l V D has index two in V D , and of course it containsG 1 1
<  . < < < w xL. So if V D ) 4, there is an element t f L, t s 2, such that x, t s 1.1
 .  :Therefore C t G x, D s G, which is a contradiction, because L is theG
<  . < < <unique minimal normal subgroup of G. Thus V D s 4, D s 16, and1
< < <  . <G s 32. Moreover Z G s 2. But there are only two groups G of order
 . X32 such that Z G s G is of order 2: the central products of a dihedral
group of order 8 by itself or by Q . As these groups are generated by8
 .noncentral involutions and every such involution is fixed by Aut G ,nn
these two groups do not have any anomalous automorphism. This com-
pletes the proof.
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 .We now set out to prove part b of Theorem B. For this, we first deal
with a special case in which the p-group is metacyclic and has a very
restricted structure:
LEMMA 5.3. Let p be an odd prime and let G be a finite metacyclic
 :  :  :p-group of class two. Assume that G s a, x , where a l x s 1 and
 .  :  .  .Z G F x . Then a is centralized by Aut G , and Aut G is abelian.nn nn
 .  :  :Proof. Let A s Aut G and let f g A. Since a l x s 1, andnn
 .  :  :because Z G is cyclic and contained in x , we have that a is nonnor-
f l f i j < < mmal in G. Hence it is left invariant by f. Set a s a , x s x a , a s p ,
w x <w x < m  :and b s a a, x . Then a, x s p . Since b is nonnormal in G, there
f m  w x. fexists an integer m such that b s b . Therefore we have a a, x s
 w x.m mw x ma a, x s a a, x . But we also have
f f l if l l i j lw x w x w x w xa a, x s a a, x s a a , x a s a a, x . .
It follows that m ' l mod pm and m ' m i mod pm, so i ' 1 mod pm.
Hence there exist integers h, k such that k G m and x f s x1qh p ka j.
w x f  y1 . f yl l  y1 .l w xl w xNow, a, x s a b s a b s a b s a, x . Moreover, a, x
 .  : w x s p tg Z G F x , so there exist integers s, t such that a, x s x . Hence
we have
f ts pt k k t t ul f s p 1qh p j 1qh p . s p js pw x w x w xa, x s a, x s x s x a s x a a, x , .  .
t  :  :where u is a multiple of jsp . But since a l x s 1, we must have
js p t t m w xu w xla s 1, hence jsp ' 0 mod p . It follows that a, x s 1, and so a, x
1qh p k . s p t w x1qh p k k ms x s a, x , which implies l ' 1 q hp mod p . As k G m,
we get l ' 1 mod pm, and so a f s a.
Now let f X be another element of A. As above, we have a f
X
s a and
x f
X
s x1qh
X p k
X
a j
X
for suitable integers hX, kX. We then get
f X X kX X X 1qh pk kf f 1qh p j 1qh p j jx s x a s x a a .  .
X kX k X k ¨1qh p .1qh p . j 1qh p .q j w xs x a a, x ,
 X kX . X k . k .where ¨ s 1 q h p j 1 q hp 1 q hp y 1 r2. In particular, ¨ is divis-
k <w x < mible by p . We already have shown that k G m, so a, x s p implies
w x¨ jX h p ka, x s 1. The same argument shows that a s 1, and we arrive at
x f f
X
s x 1qh
X p k
X
.1qh p k . ? a j
Xqj .
Since we have kX G m, an analogous argument yields
x f
X f s x 1qh p k .1qh
X p k
X
. ? a jq j
X
,
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hence x f f
X
s x f
X f. Since a is centralized by A, it follows that A acts as an
abelian group on G, so that A is abelian.
 .  .  .Proof of Theorem B, Part b . Let A s Aut G . If A s PAut Gnn
w x  .then the result is true by 6 . So let A ) PAut G . We proceed by
< <  . < < 3induction on G . By Lemmas 4.1 b and 4.3, the result is true if G s p .
 .Let D be the derived subgroup of A and let S s C D . Thus, S isG
A-invariant, and so A induces on S an abelian group of automorphisms. If
S s G, then A is abelian and we are done.
By way of contradiction, let us suppose that S - G. The subgroup S
 .contains the subgroup T G generated by the cyclic nonnormal subgroups
w x  .of G. By 5 , we know that GrT G is cyclic. Let x g G be such that
 .   .:  :GrT G s xT G and set N s x . Then N is normal in G, we have
 . AG s NS s NT G , and N / N.
By Lemma 2.3, we know that GX is cyclic, so let L be its subgroup of
order p. By way of contradiction, assume that there exists a normal
subgroup P of G of order p with P / L. Then GrP is nonabelian and the
inductive hypothesis implies that A induces on GrP an abelian group of
automorphisms, so that D centralizes GrP. Similarly, if Q is a subgroup
of order p of PL, and distinct from L and P, then D centralizes also
GrQ, therefore D centralizes G and A is abelian. So L is the unique
 .normal subgroup of order p of G. In particular, Z G is cyclic and it does
not contain N.
Now we prove that N is self-centralizing in G. Let us suppose that there
w xexists an element u g G R N of order p, such that x, u s 1. Then
 :  .U s u is nonnormal in G, hence it is not contained in Z G . Its
 . Acentralizer C U has index p in G and contains x. Since U s U, itG
 .follows that C U is fixed by A.G
 .If C U were nonabelian, the inductive hypothesis would imply that AG
induces on it an abelian group of automorphisms, and so we would have
 .  .  .x g S, a contradiction. Therefore C U is abelian, and so C U s C x .G G G
 . p  . w xFor each y g G R C u , we have y g C u , hence y, x has order p.G G
w xSimilarly, y, u has order p, so there exists an integer k such that
w k x k  .y, u x s 1. But then u x g Z G F S, hence x g S, a contradiction. It
 .  .follows that C N s N and Z G F N.G
w xNow let a g G be such that g s a, x has maximum order among all
w xthe commutators y, x where y g G. For each y g G, there exists an
w x w xi yi  :integer i such that y, x s a, x , hence ya g N and y g a N. Thus
 :  .we have G s a, x , and G is metacyclic with Z G cyclic. We observe
p m  . p mthat a g Z G if and only if g s 1, and this is the case if and only if
p m  .x g Z G .
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 .  .  .Now, GrN s T G NrN ( T G rT G l N implies that we can as-
 .  .  :sume a g T G . Let b g T G be such that b is nonnormal in G and
w x w xthe order of b, x is maximal among the orders of the commutators y, x ,
 :with y nonnormal in G. Then for every such y there exists an integer h
w x w xh w h x yh  :such that y, x s b, x s b , x , so yb g N and y g b N. It follows
 .  :  .  :that T G is contained in b N, hence G s T G N s b N. We may
 :thus assume that a s b, where K s a is nonnormal in G.
If K l N s 1, then G satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5.3, so A is
abelian, a contradiction. Hence, K l N / 1. Since K is nonnormal in G,
w x  p m:  .  :the subgroup K l N does not contain a, x . Since x s Z G G a
 :  p m: p m s p m ysl x s a , we have a s x for some integer s. Let b s x a.
Then b p
m s 1. Moreover, b acts on x as a does, so that b p my 1 / 1. It
< < m  :  :follows that b s p and b is nonnormal in G, and we have G s b N.
Thus G satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5.3 and A is abelian, a final
contradiction. This concludes the proof of Theorem B.
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